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NON-EMERGENCY VEHICLE OPERATION  

Non sworn personnel are not authorized to 
operate agency vehicles in emergency mode 
(lights/sirens). 
 
Vehicles must be operated in accordance with 
all traffic laws. 
 
 



Defensive Driving is… 
›Making a habit of driving to prevent 
collisions and violations.  
›Creating a safe driving space. 
›Defending yourself even if the conditions 
are poor or other drivers are acting 
unsafely. 
›Driving to save lives, time, and money in 
spite of the conditions around you and the 
actions of others. 
 



Characteristics of a Defensive 
Driver: 

› Knowledge of laws and safe driving 
strategies 

› Alertness to focus attention on driving 
and the changing conditions 

› Foresight to recognize hazards in 
advance and know what might happen 

› Judgment to decide the safest action 
› Skill to carry out the action 



Q: How do we prevent collisions? 

A: Collisions are prevented by the driver(s) 
doing everything reasonable to avoid 
them. 





Road Sign Shapes 
 
        Round- Railroad Advance Warning 
 
 
        Diamond- Existing or possible hazards ahead 
 
 
        Triangle- Yield 
 
 
         Crossbuck- Railraod Crossing 
 
 
         Pentagon- School Advance and School Crossing 



Road Sign Shapes 
 
         Vertical Rectangle- Generally Regulatory 
 
 
         Pennant- Advance warning of no passing zones 
 
         
         Octagon- Stop 
 
 
         Horizontal Rectangle- Generally for guide signs 
 
 



Traffic Sign Colors 

›Green- Guide, Directional information 
›Red- Stop, Do not enter, or wrong way 
›Blue- Motorists service guide 
›Orange- Construction/ Maintenance warning 
›Brown- Public recreation/ scenic 
›Yellow- General warning 
›White- Regulatory 
›Black- Regulatory 
 
 
 



Crash Statistics 

90% of all 
crashes are 
the result of 

DRIVER 
ERROR 



Crash Statistics 

Drivers have a 
1 in 3 chance 

(33%) of being 
involved in a 
fatal crash 



What affects our ability behind 
the wheel? 

›Age 
›Lights 
›Glare 
›Vision 
›Eyewear 
›Dirty Windows 

›Fatigue 
›Stress 
›Medication 
›Passengers 
›Cellular Phones 
›Injury/ Illness 



Driver Safety Equipment 

›Seatbelt use is MANDATORY as outlined 
in Florida state statute and Sheriff’s Office 
policy. 
›Failure to use a seatbelt could result in 
disciplinary action and/or benefits if 
involved in an accident 



Safety Belts 

›Protect- They protect you by absorbing 
the crash. 
 
›Control- They help you stay in control of 
your vehicle by keeping you in your seat. 
 
›Survive- They increase your chance of 
surviving a crash by more than 50%. 
  



What are the consequences or 
results of speeding? 

›Increased gas consumption 
›Longer stopping distance 
›Violation of traffic laws 
›Increased chance of injury or fatality 
›Decreased peripheral scanning ability 
 



What are the consequences or 
results of speeding continued? 
›Speeding affects your field of vision. The 
faster you are traveling, the narrower your 
visual field. This reduces your ability to 
recognize hazards outside of that narrow line 
of vision. 
 
›Driving at unsafe speeds is hazardous to you 
and other drivers on the road. Safe driving is 
as simple as making a decision to do so. 



Safety Facts 



Driving Too Fast 

The risk of being killed in a collision 
increases with speed. Speed kills. The 

greater the speed, the greater your risk of 
serious injury or death. There is 4 times 

more energy in a crash at 60 MPH than at 
30 MPH. 



Speeding is a contributing 
factor in fatal crashes that kill 

approximately 13 of 500 people 
every year. 



Vehicle Control 

›Proper steering will control weight shift 
and provide effective maneuvering. 
›Shuffle steering helps maintain control 
and provides smooth steering. 
›Hand position is at the 10 and 2 o’clock or 
the 9 and 3 o’clock position on the steering 
wheel.  



Passing 

›Passing is one of the most dangerous 
things we do. 
›One of the most common causes of 
deadly head on collisions is improper 
passing. Before undertaking any pass, ask 
yourself…. 



“Will it make any difference?” 
“Is it safe?” 
“Is it legal?” 

“Do I really need to get ahead?” 
 
 

When getting ready to pass another 
vehicle, maintain a safe following distance. 
Before passing, signal left and continually 

scan the road ahead and behind. 



When NOT to Pass… 

NO 
PASSING 
ZONE 

›Where you see a “DO NOT PASS” sign or 
“NO PASSING ZONE” 
 
›Where a solid yellow line is painted on 
your side of the center line. 
 
›On hills or curves 
 
›At or within 100 feet of intersections 
 

›Within 100 feet of a bridge, viaduct, 
tunnel, or railroad crossing 
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When NOT to Pass… 

›On hills or curves 
›At or within 100 feet of intersections 
›Within 100 feet of a bridge, viaduct, 
tunnel, or railroad crossing 



How to Recognize Potential 
Hazards 

›Scan the road ahead, behind, and next to your 
vehicle 
 
›Check your rear view and side view mirrors every 
3 to 5 seconds 
 
›Many collisions may have been and could be 
prevented if drivers recognize hazards in advance 
and focus their attention on driving. 



Proper Mirror Adjustment 

›Mirrors should be adjusted so that you 
cannot see the sides of your own vehicle. 
 



Collision Avoidance/ Preparedness 
›It is better to swerve right instead of 
toward oncoming traffic to prevent a crash. 
 

›Hitting a row of bushes is better than a 
tree, post, or solid object. 
 

›Hitting a vehicle moving in the same 
direction is better than hitting one head-on. 
 



Collision Avoidance/ Preparedness 

›Driving off the road is better than skidding 
off the road when trying to avoid a crash. 
 

›It is better to hit something that is not 
moving instead of a vehicle moving toward 
you. 



Aggressive Driving 

›Aggressive driving causes 6.8 million 
crashes based on estimates. 
 
›Increasingly crowded highways and traffic 
backups cause many drivers to lose 
control and become extremely aggressive. 
 
›Don’t challenge aggressive drivers 



How close is too close? 
›2 to 3 seconds following distance is generally 
recommended for driving in town 
 
›The higher the speed, the greater the following 
distance 
 
›3 to 6 second minimum following distance is 
recommended on county highways 
 
 
 
 



Take Your Keys With You 

›Florida law prohibits drivers leaving a vehicle 
parked and unattended while the engine is running. 
 

›No matter how long you expect to be away from 
your vehicle, Florida Law requires all drivers to stop 
the engine, lock the ignition, and remove the key 
before exiting.  



TIPS FOR YOU… 
›Use time management when driving 
›Monitor your speed regularly 
›Be careful and stay alert 
›Lower your speed in work zones, school zones, 
and communities/neighborhoods 
›Let tailgaters pass- don’t increase your speed 
›Use your turn signals 
›Florida law requires you turn headlights on when 
driving in rain, fog, smoke, or other low visibility 
situations 
 



BE SAFE! 
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